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Character Animation with Poser Pro (Graphics Series)Charles River, 2008
Discover how to bring your Poser characters to life with the latest version of Poser, the powerful 3D figure design software. "Character Animation with Poser Pro" shows animators, graphic artists, and game developers how to create high-quality, animated 3D characters, applying the fundamental principles and basic techniques of character...
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Biometrics, Computer Security Systems and Artificial Intelligence ApplicationsSpringer, 2006
This book presents the most recent achievements in the field of a very fast developing Computer Science. It is a very fascinating science, which still encompasses a number of uncovered areas of study with urgent problems to be solved. Therefore, thousands of scientists are dealing with it elaborating on more and more practical and efficient...
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Visual Perception for Humanoid Robots: Environmental Recognition and Localization, from Sensor Signals to Reliable 6D Poses (Cognitive Systems Monographs (38))Springer, 2018

	This book provides an overview of model-based environmental visual perception for humanoid robots. The visual perception of a humanoid robot creates a bidirectional bridge connecting sensor signals with internal representations of environmental objects. The objective of such perception systems is to answer two fundamental...
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Monitoring with OpsviewPackt Publishing, 2013

	Once you've learnt Opsview monitoring, you can keep watch over your whole IT environment, whether physical, virtual, or private cloud. This book is the perfect introduction, featuring lots of screenshots and examples for fast learning.


	Overview

	
		Add plugins to Windows and Linux agents
	...
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Windows Server Cookbook for Windows Server 2003 and Windows 2000O'Reilly, 2005
This practical reference guide offers hundreds of useful tasks for managing Windows 2000 and Windows Server 2003, Microsoft's latest server.  These concise, on-the-job solutions to common problems are certain to save you many hours of time searching through Microsoft documentation.  Topics include files, event logs, security, DHCP, DNS,...
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Multiobjective Genetic Algorithms for Clustering: Applications in Data Mining and BioinformaticsSpringer, 2011

	Clustering is an important unsupervised classification technique where a set of patterns,
	usually vectors in multidimensional space, are grouped into clusters based
	on some similarity or dissimilarity criteria. In crisp clustering, each pattern is assigned
	to exactly one cluster, whereas in fuzzy clustering, each pattern is given a...
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Machine Vision Beyond Visible Spectrum (Augmented Vision and Reality)Springer, 2011

	The material of this book encompasses many disciplines, including visible,


	infrared, far infrared, millimeter wave, microwave, radar, synthetic aperture radar, and


	electro-optical sensors as well as the very dynamic topics of image processing, computer


	vision and pattern recognition.


	This book is...
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Effective Software Maintenance and Evolution: A Reuse-Based ApproachAuerbach Publications, 2007
Almost three decades ago, while teaching at Toronto’s York University, serendipity struck me in the form of frame technology. Frustrated at having to reedit my customizations over and over each time I reused my code generators, I became determined to automate the splicing process. I soon discovered I had a tiger by the tail. Tigers are...
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Computer Vision in Sports (Advances in Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition)Springer, 2015

	The first book of its kind devoted to this topic, this comprehensive text/reference presents state-of-the-art research and reviews current challenges in the application of computer vision to problems in sports. Opening with a detailed introduction to the use of computer vision across the entire life-cycle of a sports event, the text then...
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The AI Marketing Canvas: A Five-Stage Road Map to Implementing Artificial Intelligence in MarketingStanford Business Books, 2021

	
		This book offers a direct, actionable plan CMOs can use to map out initiatives that are properly sequenced and designed for success?regardless of where their marketing organization is in the process.

	
		The authors pose the following critical questions to marketers: (1) How should modern marketers be thinking about...
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Visual Basic .NET Design PatternsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Experience gives programmers a variety of wisdom. As programmers gain experience, they may recognize new problems as being similar to problems they have solved before. With even more experience, they recognize that solutions for similar problems follow recurring patterns. By being aware of these patterns, experienced programmers recognize...
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Social, Ethical and Policy Implications of Information TechnologyInformation Science Publishing, 2003
Legal and ethical issues have become a standard part of engineering and business schools’ curricula. This has not been the case for computer science or management information systems programs although there has been increased emphasis on the social skills of these students. This leaves a frightening void in the student’s professional...
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